Welcome to the Year 5/6 Class News
This term we have been learning about Micro-organisms in Science with Mrs Cash. We carried out mould experiments on White and Chibata bread in 3 opposite environments – warm and cold, light and dark and damp and dry and then graphed their growth in our maths lessons using line graphs. Next we created graphs using the same information on excel but using column graphs. We found that the warm environment was the most productive to growing mould and the cold environment like the fridge was the least productive for growing mould.
We kept our mouldy bread and Mrs. Fogden brought the microscopes in from the High School and we checked out all the different coloured moulds under the microscopes with different magnifications.
We also carried out a balloon experiment using yeast and then made and baked our own bread.
In Music this term we have continued our group activities. 3 of our activities are centred around the song “The Yellow Submarine” by the Beatles.